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by randomizations. We also study the separable models of the theory of beautiful pairs of
randomizations, and we classify them in the ℵ0-categorical case.
The second part (with J. Melleray) studies full groups of minimal homeomorphisms of the

Cantor space, and their invariant measures. Full groups are complete algebraic invariants for
orbit equivalence. Their counterparts in ergodic theory enjoy good, important topological
properties.
In Chapter 4, we show that, by contrast, full groups of minimal homeomorphisms do not

admit a Polish group topology, and are moreover non-Borel subsets of the homeomorphism
group of the Cantor space. We then study the closures of full groups by means of Fraı̈ssé
theory.
Finally, in Chapter 5 we give a characterization of the sets of invariant measures of

minimal homeomorphisms of the Cantor space. We also present new, elementary proofs of
some results previously established by complex means.

Abstract taken from the thesis.
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Abstract
This thesis explores the possibilities of coding into inner models in the presence of strong

cardinals. The first key result is that if there is no inner model with a Woodin cardinal and
all strong cardinals of the core model K are countable in V , then there is a stationary set
preserving forcing extension V [g] of V which adds a real x such that in V [g],H�2 ⊂ K[x].
The second key result is that if there is no inner model with aWoodin cardinal and κ > � is a
cardinal (plus somemild cardinal arithmetic hypotheses), then there is a cofinality preserving
forcing extension V [g] of V which adds a subset X of κ such that in V [g],Hκ+ ⊂ K[C,X ],
where C ⊂ κ+ is any set such that if � < κ+ has countable cofinality in V , then � has
countable cofinality in L[C ].
The first key result has applications on forcing projective or J1+�(R) well-orderings of the

reals, depending on the order type of the strong cardinals of K below �V1 , and on 2-step
stationary forcing absoluteness for levels of L(R).
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Abstract
Part one: we consider two properties, the first is a strengthening of the bounded proper

forcing axiom, here referred to as PFA(ℵ2) and the second is the existence of a precipitous
ideal on �1. Individually, these properties are “weak” and they are both consistent relative
to the existence of a measurable cardinal. Building on earlier work by Ralf Schindler and
Ben Claverie we show, using core model induction, that inductive determinacy holds in the
universe after collapsing �1. We also show that full ADL(R) holds (in V ) on the condition
that the generic ultrapower given by our ideal respects operators overH�1 that are in L(R).
Part two: we show that, given κ < � regular uncountable cardinals such that � is mea-

surable, a trace of the Prikry forcing on � remains even after collapsing � to be κ+, i.e., in
the universe after the collapse there exists a forcing notion P that singularizes � but does not
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change cofinalities or cardinalities ≤κ. The possible cofinalities for � in the P-generic exten-
sion depend on the Mitchell order of �. Inner model theory tells us that these assumptions
are optimal in terms of consistency strength assuming κ ≥ ℵ2. (Note: this is joint work with
Peter Koepke.)
We end with a short discussion on the connection between forcings that change cofinalities

of several cardinals simultaneously and mutually stationary sequences of sets.
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Abstract
Forcing notions can be classified via their size in a general way. Until now two different

types were developed: set forcing and definable class forcing, where the forcing notion is a
set or definable class, respectively. Here, we want to introduce and study the next two steps
in this classification by size, namely class forcing and definable hyperclass forcing (where the
conditions of the forcing notion are themselves classes) in the context of (an extension of)
Morse–Kelley class theory. For class forcing, we adapt the existing account of class forcing
over a ZFC model to a model 〈M, C〉 of Morse–Kelley class theory. We give a rigorous
definition of class forcing in such a model and show that the Definability Lemma (and the
Truth Lemma) can be proven without restricting the notion of forcing. Furthermore we
show under which conditions the axioms are preserved. We conclude by proving that Laver’s
Theorem does not hold for class forcings. For definable hyperclass forcing, we use a symmetry
betweenMK∗∗ models and models of ZFC− plus there exists a strongly inaccessible cardinal
(called SetMK∗∗). This allows us to define hyperclass forcing inMK∗∗ by going to the related
SetMK∗∗ model and use a definable class forcing there. We arrive at a definable class forcing
extension from which we can go back to a model of MK∗∗. To use this construction we
define a coding between MK∗∗ and SetMK∗∗ models and show how definable class forcing
can be applied in the context of an ZFC− model. We conclude by giving an application of
this forcing in showing that every 	-model of MK∗∗ can be extended to a minimal 	-model
of MK∗∗ with the same ordinals.
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Abstract
Part 1: For a continuous action Γ�X of a countable group Γ on a Polish space X , a finite
Borel partition (coloring) P = {Ci}i<n of X induces the so-called coding map from X to the
shift nΓ by sending each x ∈ X to the sequence of colors that x encounters when moved by
the group elements, i.e., x �→ (i
)
∈Γ, where 
 · x ∈ Ci
 . P is called a generator if its coding
map is injective. A finite generator exists if and only if the action is embeddable into a finite
shift action.
For Γ ..= Z or any other amenable group, the existence of a finite generator is precluded

by the existence of an invariant Borel probability measure of infinite entropy. It was asked
by B. Weiss in the late 80s if the actions that do not possess any invariant Borel probability
measure must admit a finite generator. For �-compact (e.g., locally compact) actions, I give
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